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Regeneration1
noun.
Renewal or restoration
of a body, or biological
system(such as a forest)

1.Joshua Tickell, Rebecca Harrell Tickell “Kiss the
Ground” Sep 20, 2020

Image credit: Jon Adams
Perennial Farming' vision of a renewable food system that prioritizes soil, involves animals, mycelia, and other organisms

“If you give that life
a chance to grow, it
will respond.”
-Gabe Brown, Dirt to Soil
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00_INTRODUCTION
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Introduction

Soil commons
Diagram shows the soil structure and how
human activities intervene soil commons

Soil is alive with living organisms such as worms, fungi,
insects, bacteria, and organic matter. Because nutrients
and minerals, making it a perfect planting medium and
self-sustaining ecosystem. Many years ago, before
human civilization come to the earth, our planet was
filled with fertile soil. In order to preserve crops or provide
nutrients, we frequently introduce extra compounds
into these unique ecosystems through the way we use
land. Pollutants released from factories, commercial
lands and other industrial agriculture activities can also
travel long distances and reach soils, where they become
diluted and are temporarily stored. When pollutants
have a negative impact on human health or the
environment, soil, a component of land, is called
contaminated. With the development of the city, the
tillable land is gradually decreasing. How to feed more
people with limited land in the future is an urgent issue.

3

Human bodies
people acquire a lot of benefits from soil,
but they didn’t consider it from a big picture.

4
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Warwick Mall built on a pre-agricultural land in 1970

photo credit:© Warwick Mall

Abstract

New England is blessed with a mosaic of productive agricultural
landscapes. These agricultural landscapes also sustain valuable
wildlife habitats, provide flood control and act as an enormous
carbon sink. Farmland in New England declined significantly in
the 20th century 1as agricultural land was abandoned and
developed into urban and suburban sprawl. In 1930 there were
about 14 billion acres of farmland, by 2017 there were only 4
billion acres left. New England lost almost 70% of farmland in
the past 80 years. John Dobberstein has claimed that due to our
current development and agricultural practices, there are only
60 harvests2 left. In order to meet future food needs, we are likely
going to have to look to non-traditional agricultural sites and
alternative agricultural practices.
This thesis delves into retrofitting dying commercial land with a
high-intensity urban regenerative agriculture system. By learning
the principles of regenerative agriculture, the thesis aims to
replace the depressed urban property with regenerative farmland
and couple animals and crops to improve the site’s soil health
and bring the healthy ecosystem back. The proposal for the
120-acre site includes aquaponic greenhouses, crops coupled
with chicken tractors, rotational grazing, and agroforestry. The
outcome of the thesis offers an approach that shows agriculture
can coexist with development and blurs the boundary between
the urban and rural. It not only addresses the increasing demand
for food but also brings a regenerative lifestyle for people.

1.Sorensen, A. A., J.Freedgood, J. Dempsey and D. M. Theobald. Farms Under
Threat: The State of America’s Farmland(Washington, DC: American Farmland
Trust,2018),7-10
2. Dobberstein, John. “Do We Still Only Have 60 Harvests Left?”No-till
farmer. March 25, 2020. https://www.notillfarmer.com/blogs/1-covering-notillpost/9569-do-we still-only-have-60-harvests-left.
5
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SOIL COMMONS

What’s the role of carbon plays in soil structure and
human body?
What conditions are needed to regenerate healthy
soil and increase carbon storage?

Nutrients

What are the influences of traditional agriculture to
the soil and human’s lives?

Soil system

How urban agriculture contribute to rehabilitate soil
commons?

Soil pollution
Agricultural activities

How human’s activities influence soil’s structures?

How to balance the benefits between food supply
and soil health?
How landscape designers contribute to the
agricultural issues and cooperate with farmers?

Human activities
Food system

Human body
Nutrients

How climate change affects human’s health and
agriculture production?

HUMAN COMMONS

7
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“Productive land is neither limitless nor
inexhaustible.”1
-Hugh Hammond Bennett

1.Hugh Hammond Bennett. The Hugh Bennett Lectures. Raleigh, North
Carolina: The Agricultural Foundation, Inc., North Carolina State College, June
1959.
2.Photo credit: CHRONICLE
9

A horse plows a Victory Garden in San Francisco during World War II
10
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Lexicon
Topsoil1
Topsoil is the upper, outermost layer of soil, usually
the top 5–10 inches. It has the highest concentration

1

of organic matter and microorganisms and is where
most of the Earth’s biological soil activity occurs.
Topsoil is composed of mineral particles, organic matter,
water, and air.

Regenerative
agriculture12

No-till farming2
No-till farming ,also known as zero tillage or direct
drilling is an agricultural technique for growing crops

Regenerative agriculture is a system of producing
food and biomass that focuses on building
functional biodiversity and soil health to produce

or pasture without disturbing the soil through tillage.
No-till farming decreases the amount of soil erosion.
tillage causes in certain soils, especially in sandy and
dry soils on sloping terrain.

consistent yields without relying on synthetic inputs
(herbicides, pesticides, and chemical fertilizers).
Despite growing interest in regenerative agriculture,
there is no centralized “official” definition because
regenerative agriculture is not a static state.
Rather, regenerative agriculture is a journey that

Urban agriculture3
City and suburban agriculture [that] takes the form of
backyard, roof-top and balcony gardening, community
gardening in vacant lots and parks, roadside urban fringe
agriculture and livestock grazing in open space.

involves fundamentally changing our perspectives
about nature and agriculture – in short, a shift in
our mindset. Through this lens, we see that regenerative
agriculture is a way of moving from that extractive,
reductive, and destructive form of agriculture and
towards a sort of nutrient equilibrium – balancing
multiple symbiotic life forms to create rather than
destroy ecosystems.
Photo credit: Vasil, Adria. “Can climate-smart regenerative farming
save the earth?”. Corporate Knights. June 28,2021. https://www.
corporateknights.com/food-beverage/can-climate-smart-regenerative-farming-save-the-earth/
11

2. Durkin, Louisa; McCue, Andrew. “Regenerative agriculture:
Farming in nature’s form” Metabolic. Aug 06, 2021. https://www.
metabolic.nl/news/regenerative-agriculture-farming-in-naturesform/

1. Wikipedia.“https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Topsoil”
2. Sreenath. “NO TILL FARMING” international journal of research. July 17,2020. https://internationaljournalofresearch.
com/2020/07/16/no-till-farming/
3. USDA. “Ubran agriculture”.national agricultural library. https://
www.nal.usda.gov/legacy/aglaw/urban-agriculture#quicktabsaglaw_pathfinder=1
12
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Lexicon
Anthropocene1
The Anthropocene is a proposed geological epoch
dating from the commencement of significant human
impact on Earth’s geology and ecosystems,
including, but not limited to, anthropogenic climate
change.

Drawdown2
The World’s Leading Resource for Climate Solutions.
Our mission is to help the world reach “Drawdown”—
the point in the future when levels of greenhouse
gases in the atmosphere stop climbing and start to
steadily decline, thereby stopping catastrophic
climate change — as quickly, safely, and equitably as
possible.
Photo credit: knoxville history project

Greenhouse agriculture

Phytoremediation3
1

Phytoremediation is a plant-based approach, which

Greenhouse farming is primarily growing plants or

involves the use of plants to extract and remove

crops in a structure with walls and a roof made

elemental pollutants or lower their bioavailability in

principally of transparent material. The interior of
a greenhouse exposed to sunlight is significantly

soil. Plants have the abilities to absorb ionic
compounds in the soil even at low concentrations
through their root system. Plants extend their root

warmer than the external temperature, protecting

system into the soil matrix and establish rhizosphere

its plants from extreme conditions. And providing

ecosystem to accumulate heavy metals and

an opportunity to grow year-round in harsh conditions.

1. Joy, King. “Benefits of Greenhouse Farming” Growlink. March
10, 2021.https://blog.growlink.com/benefits-of-greenhousefarming
13

modulate their bioavailability, thereby reclaiming the
polluted soil and stabilizing soil fertility.

1. Nationalgeographic. “Resource library: Anthropocene” https://
www.nationalgeographic.org/encyclopedia/anthropocene/
2. Mitchell, Cory. “What Is a Drawdown?” Investopedia. March 22,
2021. https://www.investopedia.com/terms/d/drawdown.asp
3. Yan, An. “Phytoremediation: A Promising Approach for Revegetation of Heavy Metal-Polluted Land” Frontiers in plant science.
April 30, 2020. https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/
fpls.2020.00359/full
14
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01_ RETHINKING
SOIL HEALTH

Human lives depend on soil, and soil provides
essential ecosystem services for life, such as acting
as a water filter and a growth medium, providing
habitat for billions of creatures, contributing to
biodiversity, and supplying most antibiotics needed
to treat illness. The nutrients that people need from
food also come from the soil. While soil provides
benefits to human beings, we are constantly destroying
the soil structure to acquire those benefits. In this
unequal relationship, it is essential for us to rethink
soil health and reverse this situation.

15
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Literature Review

Introduction

Utilizing regenerative agriculture to rehabilitate the

Croplands

bared soil which is the result of the industrialization
of agriculture has been a topic of interest in landscape
research world recent years. This holistic land management
practice provides a bright and resilient future to the
soil by shifting from a narrative of human dominion to
one of nature leading. My thesis goal is to build a set
of foundational connections between designers, farmers,
urban residents to promote creating a regenerative,
carbon-negative agriculture and sustainable food
system. This literature review will discuss the role of
designer plays in regenerative agriculture practices
and relationship between these practices and food

image credit: Richard Weller, Claire Hoch, and Chieh Huang, 2014

supply system. The study will be further advanced by
designing and testing sustainable systems with
indigenous knowledge and regenerative agriculture
principles on a specific site. The Outcome of my thesis
study will be a regenerative design framework which
could be rolled out in different fields devoted to creating
sustainable living commons and healthy soil commons.

17
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Loss of biodiversity
and healthy soil

Dirt is made up of sand, silt, and clay, and it may be

Land degradation

rocky. It has none of the minerals, nutrients, or living
organisms found in soil. It is not an organized ecosystem.
Soil is alive with living organisms such as worms, fungi,
insects, bacteria, and organic matter. It supports life
with its naturally occurring nutrients and minerals,
making it a perfect planting medium. It is a complete
and self-sustaining ecosystem. 1To be simplified, the
soil is living, dirt is dead. The history of land exploitation
is the process of the soil to the dirt, the industrial
agricultural system is so polluting, the traditional
agriculture destroyed the structure of the soil and ran
out of the nutrients from soil gradually. Farming should

image credit: Richard Weller, Claire Hoch, and Chieh Huang, 2014

be an activity increase the soil’s carbon content and
fertility, instead, agriculture has taken a huge part of
responsibility of greenhouse gases emission. Additionally,
the pesticide and herbicide that can not only contaminate
the soil, but also break the subsistence farming system.
Industrial farming activities are also a leading driver
of biodiversity loss, there were hundreds of varieties
of potatoes, cabbages, tomatoes, and other highnutrition crops on our earth. With the development of
industrial farming, only a few vegetable species are
selected for remaining because of their physical
appearance and durability. Due to the 40 percent of
the Earth’s land is now given over to agriculture2 , the industrial
agriculture threatened a full 62% of species3 , this is
dangerous, especially in the trending of global warming.
1. Fischer, Nan. “The Difference Between Soil and Dirt” Natures
path. July 10, 2018. https://www.naturespath.com/en-us/blog/difference-soil-dirt/.
2. Owen, James. “Farming Claims Almost Half Earth’s Land, New
Maps Show” National geographic. Dec 9,2005. https://www.
nationalgeographic.com/history/article/agriculture food-crops-land
3. IUCN. “Three quarters of the world’s threatened species are
imperiled from agriculture, land conversion, overharvesting” IUCN.
Aug 10,2016. https://www.iucn.org/news/secretariat/201608/
three-quarters-world
19
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The role of
landscape architecture

The relationship between farmers and landscape
architects seems separate in agriculture planning and
design, farmers have field knowledge and landscapers
have good sense of art and science. The cooperation
between these two careers will enhance the implementation
of regenerative agriculture. The current most popular
trends in landscape architecture are all ecologically
focused and there is an increasing number of projects
deal more large-scale issues like global warming and
sea level rise. However, most projects haven’t solved
the issues fundamentally, they focused on prevention
for the disasters. As an industry that accounts for
almost half of the Earth’s land, landscape architects
still rarely work with agricultural producers since very
few people in our profession have agricultural skills,
experience, and knowledge. A significant culture shift
in farming and landcape desginer would need to occur.

“climate, landscape, water supply, farm roads, trees,
permanent buildings, subdivision fences and soil” 1
are important elements to be considered when you
start to plan a farm, landscape architects cannot
solve all of challenges facing farming, but it could
play an important role of assisting farmers to create
a holistic and regenerative broadscale agriculture
system and bring healthy ecosystem and biodiversity
back to our land. Providing a system towards
integrating agriculture with conservation and blurring
the border between production and protection is a
meaningful trend for landscape architects

1. Massy, Charles. “Water in a dry land: How PA Yeomans uncovered Australia’s hidden water systems.” Foreground. Dec 20,
2021. https://www.foreground.com.au/agriculture-environment/
pa-yeomans-australias-hidden-water/.
21
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The food system

In the United States, industrial agriculture is today’s primary food
production method. It is distinguished by large-scale monoculture and
the extensive use of chemical fertilizers and pesticides. This agricultural
system is incredibly polluting and makes our planet in danger, Obviously,
the system must be altered. As our population grows, the way in which
we supply food will most likely determine whether or not we survive.
Adoption of new agricultural methods can be problematic, it may
threaten not only a farmer’s livelihood, but also the sustainability of our
food supply, but farmers that fail to adapt and implement sustainable
and regenerative agriculture in a period of climate change may face even
greater challenges. Countries like Cameroon, whose forests were
destroyed by commercial agriculture, have seen yields decline year after
year related to poor soils, despite greater chemical fertilizer application.
In 2017, 24 percent of the world’s soils were degraded, including half of
all agricultural soils.1 From those cases, even though we need feed the
hungers by the land, we have to rehabilitate the degraded soil and give a
chance for our land to breathe.
A significant conservation and restoration effort is required if we want to
meet the increasing needs of food supply in the future. Climate change
and Covid-19 threaten to disrupt supply chains and our food system
even more seriously. Developing farms and ranches that are adapting to
climate change and brining resilient agricultural land back will help to
ensure sustainable harvests in a changing environment.
1 One Earth.” Regenerative Agriculture and Food Systems” One Earth. https://www.oneearth.org/regenerative-agriculture-and-food-systems/

23
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Case study 1-Orongo
Station Conservation
Master Plan
Poverty Bay, New Zealand/ Nelson
Byrd Woltz Landscape Architects

Photo credit: Nelson Byrd Woltz Landscape Architects

The ecological
restoration

The Orongo Station Conservation Master
Plan is a good example which created a
holistic planning on a degraded site. The
designer establishes a vision for the extensive
regeneration of a devastated ecology while
expanding agricultural production and revealing
a cultural landscape rich in history. The process
of finding the balance between agricultural

The farmed
landscape

production (in this case a working sheep station)
and an ecological restoration agenda on
the site is a meaningful site exploration method,
the design team mapped riparian buffers at
the edges of creeks and streams, wetlands,
and these kinds of wet edges that tend to

Orongo Station was a typical sheep farm on the East

be the most biodiverse places in productive

Coast of New Zealand’s North Island. The project
includes the restoration of an old homestead that
was already on the site, new out buildings and utility
buildings, domestic gardens, re-configured wetlands,
sheep paddocks, a reforested coastline, a ceremonial
bridge and citrus groves, as well as the expansion of
a Maori burial ground.
25

landscapes. And then look at the most
The cultural
landscape

viable agricultural land and identify the best
soils for cropping and which slopes are
more suited to cattle or to sheep. The series
of site study helps designers and farmers
build a connection between ecological
value, cultural value and productive value.
26
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Case study 2Regenerative Agroforestry
Systems Design
Jutland, Denmark United
Kingdom/ Regen farmer

Photo credit: Regen farmer

In this case, they are developing a regenerative

From these two study models, they

production system that combines pigs and chickens

provide good examples how to set a

with fruit trees and berry bushes. A grazing area will

regenerative planting system on a

be converted into an agroforestry system meant to

specific site. The holistic context of

resemble a savannah environment as part of the

the field including climate, current

project. The project’s goal is to enhance animal

assets/machinery and current production

welfare, farm production, and the ecological impact
of the food produced all at the same time. Animals,

Alley cropping system model visualization.

system should be considered when a
new system to create.

trees, bushes, and forage are mixed in a savannahinspired design in the new agroforestry system. Once
the system is in place, it is intended to allow light to
penetrate the mature canopy of trees. As a result, the
region will have an open tree crown as compared to
New Agroforestry System

27

In this model, alley cropping system with Walnut trees and cereals in
rotation in order to maximize land utilization.

a typical forest.
28
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02_DISAPPEARING
FARMLAND

Agriculture has fluctuated in the history of New England.
It has had a plentiful agricultural landscape that has
contributed a lot to the region’s economy and ecology.
Because of the industrial revolution and urban
development, agriculture is plagued by severe issues,
and most farmland has been rapidly gone, which is a
significant threat to our food system and ecosystem.
With the considerable amount of future population
and limited agricultural land, finding potential farmland
and exploring new types of urban agriculture that can
fit the needs of the growing population and urban
development are core solutions to current issues.

29
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farmland lost to urban developed use (2001-2016)

the proportion of New England’s agricultural land threatened by conversion
to UHD land cover ranks highly compared to other states in the nation.

Photo credit:FotosForTheFuture // Shutterstock
31
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Census of Agriculture
in New England

9.7%

36.0%

1930

1930
Land in Farms: 14,283,197 arces
Farms: 124,835

2017

2017
Land in Farms: 3,856,499 arces
Farms: 32,336

1.Data resource: USDA
33
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Timeline

Agricultural activity in New
England changed with the city
development, from industrial
revolution to deindustrialization,
a lots agricultural land and
nutrients in the soil are lost as
urban highly developed use.

35
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Expansion of the New England

?

Disapearing of Farmland

How to feed more people with limited land in the future?

1.Data resource: USDA
37
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Farm typology

The types of farms are closely related
to the extent of urbanization. In the
high developed area, the community
garden and greenhouse take the main

New England

part. Most urban farms in New
England can only serve the community
but cannot meet the needs of food
system. Since the urban agriculture
has lots of benefits for greening
urban area and reduce transportation
costs which makes it has a big
potential to face the food shortage
and bring nutrients to the urban
soil structure.

Rhode Island

Rural area
+
Intensive commercial farms

Suburban area
+
Independent specialized family farms

urban area
+
Subsistence community farms
Improve productivity
Intensive urban agriculture

health

39

economy commnity ecology

Test site

Pawtuxet River Watershed

40
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Pawtuxet River
people canoeing in the Pawtuxet River

photo credit: W. R. White Providence, R. I.

The Pawtuxet River is located on the western side of Narragansett
Bay in Rhode Island.The Pawtuxet River watershed became a
center of textile manufacturing in the 19th and 20th centuries, with
many dams created along the river.Since the urban development,the
River is impacted by cadmium, mercury, pathogens, low dissolved
oxygen and nutrients.

41
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Existing Issues

[Decreasing Agricultural Land]
Food production once engaged most residents but
now is a small component of the regional economy,
occupying only a fraction of the population.

+

[Polluted Industrial Land]
Historically, industrial activities have utilized the Pawtuxet
River for many purposes. Metal contamination of the
Pawtuxet began around 1840. In the 1930s, manufacturers
of precious metals, jewelry, auto parts and chemicals
were active along the river.1
1. Corbin JM.“ Recent and historical accumulation of
trace metal contaminants in the sediment of Narragansett Bay”. Rhode Island: University of Rhode Island

43

+

[Flooding issue]
In March 2010, three major rainfall events in New
England resulted in the worst recorded flood in 200
years, and caused major damage to communities
near the river.2
1

2. M Reza Hashemi.“ Integrated Watershed and
River Modeling Study of the Pawtuxet River, Rhode
Island”. Rhode Island: University of Rhode Island
,August 24, 2017

44
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Isolated Riverside

Distance+

Agricultural Land

Residential Land

Industrial Land

Pawtuxet River

Because of the history of industrialization at Pawtuxet river,
most current and historical factories are concentrated
along the river, this urban fabric make people’s daily lives
far from the river and also threaten the ecosystems here.

45
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Pawtuxet River Pollutants

Warwick Mall

47
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03_SHAPING THE
FUTURE OF
WARWICK MALL

Warwick Mall is an enclosed American shopping mall
that opened in 1972 and is situated on the floodplain
of the Pawtuxet River Watershed. The mall’s operations
and the concrete-covered parking lot had a negative
impact on the surrounding environment. As a result
of urbanization, the Warwick Mall was also built on
the previous farmland. Considering the historical
context and ecological benefits, Warwick Mall has
the potential to be a testing site for future regenerative
urban agriculture model, which will challenge the
dichotomy between urban and rural and explore a new
approach to achieve coexistence between agriculture
and urban development.

49
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Warwick Mall

1.Target 2. JCPenney 3. Nordstrom Rack 4. Jordan’s Furniture 5.Old Navy 6. Macy’s

Circulation

Flooding

Competitive Mall

50 years ago, Warwick Mall was 20 acres of farmland and a junkyard just off interstate 95 Warwick
Mall opened in 1972, just a few years after the adjacent Rhode Island Mall.In the 1970s and 1980s,
the Warwick area became the king of Rhode Island retail.Although Warwick Mall had great potential
for retail, it brought a lot of disadvantages to the floodplain’s ecosystem and beard the flooding risk.
If we could move part of the retail function to the nearby Rhode Island mall and depave the Warwick
Mall’s parking lots, this area might achieve a better balance between nature and urbanization.

51
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Warwick Mall Flooding

motor oil leaked
plastic grocery bags
sediments

detergents

pesticides
pathogen

2ft Flooding

Pawtuxet River

Parking lots
nonpoint source pollutants

impermeable surface

Compressed soil

Pre-existing elevated river levels and saturated soil conditions from heavy rainfall combined
with another round of significant rain to produce record flooding along the Pawtuxet River in
Rhode Island from late March through early April 2010.The Warwick Mall was under 2 feet of
water, all stores were closed. Flooding not only caused economic losses, but also threatened
aquatic ecosystems of pawtuxet river.
53
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Heavy metal soil test

sample1-riverside
Soil Sample

sample2-construction site

Highway

Construction

Riverside

Parking lots

conclusion
From the report, there is no metals tested exceeded levels commonly found in soils
in the United States and the detectable lead level is lower than the safe level for
food crops and gardening with children.

The soil test report is from Rx Soil https://app.rxsoil.com/
55
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Design principles

Current issues

Restore the productivity

Food Security

Flooding

Soil Health

Reduce flooding

57

Remediate the soil
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Restort the productivity
Food production system
The urban food production system includes diverse
urban agriculture typologies that ease access to
food, reconnects communities to the practice of
growing food, and achieve high efficient and quality
food production.Produce will be distributed to
grocery stores, restaurants, and on-site market.

[ rooftop greenhouse ]

[ vegetables ]

[ renewable electricity ]
[ vertical farm ]

[ vegetables ]

[ nursery ]

[ chicken farm ]

[ eggs ]

[ orchard ]

[ fruits ]

[ organoponics ]

[ vegetables ]

The vertical production, rooftop farms, organoponics(raised planting bed)
are three main typologies for proposed food production system.The
collaboration of three distinct levels of agriculture is in response to the city’s
future food system, specifically the demand for locally grown and harvested
fruits and vegetables, as well as the desire to reduce unnecessary waste of
fossil fuels, water, time, and labor at numerous stages along the food item’s
journey from source to dinner plate.
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Remediate the soil
Biodynamic system
Biodynamic is a holistic philosophy of land
management. It is an ecological and ethical
approach to farming, gardening, grazing,
and soil remineralization.1 The proposed
regenerative farm will be operated based
on biodynamic principles.

[ evergreen hedges ]

extented growing season
catch light

[ orchard ]
animal supplement

[ grazing ]

weed control

[ herbs ]
pest suppression

[ companion planting ] +
[ free cage chicken ]

The planting concept of this system goes from the taller evergreen
plants on the outside, which will extend the planting season, and then
it moves towards shorter shrubs on the inside, which will work as an
immune system, and then has cropland in the middle. Animals are also
essential to land management in the system, each animal participates
in many aspects of farm life. Plant and animal waste decomposes
and feeds the soil’s microbial web, sequesters carbon and improves
the soil’s ability to hold onto important nutrients and keep moisture.

1.Steiner, R. “ Agriculture: Spiritual Foundations
for Renewal of Agriculture”. Biodynamic Association,1993
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Reduce flooding
Berm system
Stormwater flooding is a significant and increasing
threat to the Warwick mall.The flooding prevention
system integrates an elevated waterfront berm
between food production area and grazing land,
leveraging the higher elevation for enhanced views
and recreational path, and then stepping down to
resilient fiber farm and wetland.

[ walking path ]

+

[ dike ]

[ fiber garden ]

+

[ sunken area ]

[ pasture ]

+

[ permealble land]

[ wetland ]

+

[ resilient filter]

[ grazing slope ]
6’
4’
3’

[ river ]

In addition to protection by berm, the system increase flood plain’s
resilience through transforming the existing paved landscape into a
green productive experience and expanding biodiversity. Flexibility is
built in by the a hierarchy slope system (high, middle and low level)
which enables farmers to manage the animals and crops in different
water levels.
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Regenerative agriculture
Regenerative practice is one of the priorities of the thesis’s proposal,
In conventional agriculture, crops and livestock production are
typically kept separate. Regenerative agriculture combines them
in circular ecosystems; essentially, the animals feed the plants,
and the plants feed the animals.

[ traditional agriculture ]
[ regenerative agriculture ]
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Functional Analysis of Animals
In regenerative agriculture, each element performs different functions, and important functions
are also supported by many elements. In order to let the whole system work more efficiently,
the functional analysis will clarify the input and output of each element, so they can perform as
many functions as possible in the proposal.
Animals play an important role in regenerative agriculture. Integrating livestock into regenerative
farming can enable farms to be more self-reliant. In this system, animals can control the weeds
to protect the soil and produce manure to nourish the soil and build soil health. In turn, people
need to provide food, water, and a living environment.

INPUT

[ pollinator ]

[ wild birds ]

[ chicken ]

[ pig ]

[ sheep ]

[ farmer ]

[ visitor ]

OUTPUT

YIELD PER ACRE
*Grey circle shows sustainable resources
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Functional Analysis of
In-ground Plants
All plants in the regenerative agricultural system can be divided into these categories according
to their function: cover crops, production crops, immune herbs, and protection hedges. All of
them will work together to increase food yields and soil quality, as well as increase the soil’s
moisture and nutrient-holding capacity for plant growth. In addition to the basic requirements
of water, light, and air, plants also need nutrients and holistic management.

INPUT

[ nettle ] [ salix ] [ rose ] [ basil ]

[ lettuce ]

[ tomato ]

[ pumpkin ]

[ black berry ]

[ apple ]

OUTPUT

YIELD
PER ACRE
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Functional Analysis of
Green House Plants

solar power
INPUT
rainwater
tank

filter

water tank
tap water
rain water
recycled water

fish tank

pump

OUTPUT
71

pump

pump

*Grey circle shows sustainable resources
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Functional Analysis1

Zone Planning

regenerative
urban farm

OUTPUT

regenerative
lifestyle

regenerative
diet

The core of regeneration is building connections among various elements and letting
the site generate its fertility and work by itself. From this conclusion form, there are
many food products, crop waste, and animal manure that will be produced from each
parcel. They will be reintroduced to this production system as the input resources, so
all the elements can work together efficiently and save more energy resources.

regenerate
ecosystem
regenerate
food system
*Grey box shows sustainable resources
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Phase models

Depaving

77

Soil Remediation

Building Soil

Food production
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Parti diagram

1

2

2

3

4
5

[ driving circulation ]
highway

0.2%

driveway

1.0%

parking lots

[ walking circulation ]
path
rooftop tour
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[ zoning ]

[ flooding ]
1.
2.
3.

event center
cropland
greenhouse

4.
5.

compost
grazing

normal

[ permeable area ]
permeable

[ functional analysis ]
private space
semi-private
pubilc space
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Regenerative farm typology

[ 1.Aquaponic ]

81

[ 2.Crop rotation]

[ 3.Rotational grazing ]

[ 4.Agroforestry ]
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Regenerative farm practice:
1.crop rotation

Chicken tractor system

The crop rotation system involves changing the
planting location of vegetables, cover crops within
the farm each season, and introducing small livestock
after a harvest or before re-planting. The combination
of crop rotation and the animal self-forage system
will benefit farm management, soil fertility, and
increased food production.
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Vertical farm practice:
2.aquaponic system
Mall Renovation

The food factory will replace mall’s retail function and utilize aquaponics
system which is a cooperation between plants and fish to produce food.
This system is capable of harboring sustainable growing environments for
plants, fish, bacteria and using less water than traditional farming.
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Regenerative farm practice:
3.rotational grazing and berm
The elevated berm between food production area
and grazing land, leveraging the higher elevation for
enhanced views and recreational path, and then
stepping down to rotational grazing land and riparian
forest. The rotational grazing will help cycle nutrients
and build healthy soil through vigorous vegetation
growth and manure distribution.
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The pasture are broken into 4
paddocks, goats are moved
between paddocks when 50%
-70%1 of cover has been moved.
Each paddock is left to rest for
30 days after grazing.

ear
1y

ear
5y

r
yea
10

r
yea
50

1.Lon Tonneson“ Graze hard, rest
long”. DakotaFarmer,2015
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Regenerative farm practice:
4.agroforestry
Agroforestry is the deliberate incorporation of trees
and shrubs into agricultural and animal production
systems for improving water quality ,soil health,
and biodiversity. The goat will be introduced into
the forest seasonally at first; once young orchard
trees and their associated plant guild species are
established, small livestock will join.

Self-forage
and Soil development
In agroforestry system, animals
are taking food from natural
world as well as manuring and
controlling plants and pests. The
diversity of free range diet improves
animals health and productivity.1
1.USDA“ Agroforestry Practices”.
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Community Engagement typology

[ 1.Front community center ]
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[ 2.Rooftop open farm]

[ 3.Berm walk ]

[ 4.Forest trail ]
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Community engagement:
1.front community center

community center

The front community center is a number of public spaces with
parking lots and shared amenities. It is here the institutions of
regenerative farming display their products and increase residents’
knowledge of regenerative agriculture.
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Community engagement:
2.rooftop open farm

rooftop farm

The rooftop open farm will work as a showcase to display how
the aquaponic greenhouse works in the previous mall building.
The public route and private production space are separated by
the rooftop farm trip. This system ensures efficient production
while showing processes to people.
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Community engagement:
3.berm walk

berm walking

Festuca

goat

hair

soil

sam

ple

The berm walk between the food production area and grazing
land functions as the showroom for grazing paddocks and
provides a glimpse of the rural landscape for urban residents.
The main path is built on such a scale that people can have multiple
activities and access different parcels of the site.
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Community engagement:
4.forest trail

forest trail

The forest trail will provide a more wilderness experience. People
will observe the wildlife habitat and seasonal agroforestry along
the trail and eventually reach the Pawtuxett river.
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Comparsion
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Reflection
I began the thesis journey by building my knowledge
of soil, which I had yet to explore in my past landscape
studies. After reading Gabe Brown’s book Dirt to Soil1,
his experience with regenerative agriculture helped
me recognize the bridge between humans and soil.
Through several months of study and exploration, I
have come to better understand how landscape
designers can contribute to soil and agriculture. In the
context of continuous urban expansion and rapid
farmland disappearance, landscape designers need
to continue to challenge the dichotomy between city
development and food production.

1.Brown, Gabe. Dirt to Soil: One Family’s Journey into Regenerative Agriculture. Chelsea Green Publishing, 2018.
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Through interacting with the local farmer and reading
the Introduction to Permaculture by Bill Mollison, I
built my knowledge of aquaculture, rotational grazing,
crop rotation, and agroforestry. And I proposed
combining those regenerative agriculture practices
with community engagement to create an urban
agriculture model that prioritizes food security in
future expansion and makes a better integration of
food production into urban life. Based on my developed
principles, my future research will focus on perfecting
the urban agriculture system and testing the proposed
model in multiple urban communities. A series of
new challenges come up through those ideas, such
as how to make the 100% renewable energy input
possible? How to make up for the economic loss
from removing retail businesses? Where could the
future model testing site be? With these questions in
mind, I will explore deeper into the earth and the role
of the landscape designer/architect.
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Reflection to the Book Dirt
to Soil by Gabe Brown
Human lives depend on soil, and soil provides
essential ecosystem services for life, such as acting
as a water filter and a growth medium, providing
homes for billions of creatures, contributing to
biodiversity, and supplying most antibiotics needed
to treat illness. The nutrients that people need from
food also come from the soil. This knowledge is so
ingrained in me after reading Gabe’s experiences
about his farming system. I chose this book because
I started to collect some tropical plant species this
summer that brings me to the world of soil and roots.
It’s not easy to have these tropical plants in New
England, especially since my room lacks good light.
Most of them need bright but indirect light and damp
soil, but not saturated with water. Rather than taking
care of plants, I feel that I am trying to grow a suitable
environment or healthy soil; in the other word, I’m
creating a micro common for those plants, also for
me, and the bridge connecting us is soil since both
of us need the nutrients from the soil. Gabe brown’s
story helps me recognize and reinforce this bridge,
and the home garden is a starter for me to explore
further how the soil builds our world and how to transfer
the dirt to the soil.
Dirt is made up of sand, silt, and clay, and it may be
rocky. It has none of the minerals, nutrients, or living
organisms found in soil. It is not an organized ecosystem1.
Soil is alive with living organisms such as worms,
fungi, insects, bacteria, and organic matter. It supports
life with its naturally occurring nutrients and minerals,
making it a perfect planting medium. It is a complete
and self-sustaining ecosystem. To be simplified, soil
is living, dirt is dead. It’s obvious to find the main idea
from the title ‘Dirt to Soil”, the author skillfully described
the learning process and rich rewards of transferring
conversion to regenerative farm practices that provide
pride, productivity, nutrition, health, and sustainability
to agriculture. In Gabe Brown’s agricultural model,
1.Fischer, Nan. “The Difference Between Soil and Dirt” Natures path. July 10,
2018. https://www.naturespath.com/en-us/blog/difference-soil-dirt/.
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he also brought hope for the people who care about
food, health, and our living environment. What makes
Gabe different and more successful from other farmers
or ranchers is that he not only sees the short time
profits but also considers the longer-term development,
sustainable resources, and ecosystem functions. On
our planet, agricultural land area is approximately five
billion hectares, or 38 percent of the global land surface.
About one-third of this is used as cropland, while the
remaining two-thirds consist of meadows and pastures)
for grazing livestock.2With the huge amount of
agricultural land, we can find how important to implement
regenerative farming, the conventional farm practiceheavy tillage is detrimental to all aspects of soil health.
The result of tillage is that food production will threaten
to consume the fertile land still remain. With the bareness
of soil, the crops will have less nutrition from the soil,
and it also threatens the health of humans. Restoring
the productivity of agricultural land is one of the most
urgent imperatives of our times; solving soil issues will
not only benefit agriculture, but it will also be helpful
for all aspects of environmental problems and provide
a healthier common for creatures on the earth. In this
book, Gabe Brown gave us a guide, an explanation,
step by step, how people can transform lifeless dirt
to healthy topsoil and reverse degradation across the
globe.

image credit: Brown‘s ranch

The author weaved the five principles of soil health
through the book since they are the basic rules for
regenerative agriculture and the guideline for saving
soil. It is imperative that all farmers, ranchers, gardeners,
and landscapers whose work has a close relationship
with soil to understand these principles, because
ignoring them will take us farther and farther down
the path of complete degradation of all natural resources.
The five principles of soil health are:1. Limited disturbance2.
Armor3. Diversity4.Living roots5.Integrated animals.
Limited disturbance refers to limit physical disturbance
2. FAO, “Land use in agriculture by the numbers” May 07,2020,
http://www.fao.org/sustainability/news/detail/en/c/1274219/
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of soil, armor means keep soil always covered, diversity
includes both plant and animal species, living roots
means maintaining a living root in soil as long as
possible throughout the year and the last principleintegrated animals shows nature does not function
without animals. These rules are not only for growing
nutrient-rich soil; we also can learn how to treat our
living environment from them. In the first rule, the
disturbance includes those mechanical, chemical,
and physical influences of soil, they are destroying
soil structure, killing the microbes living in soil, the
result of this disturbance is soil erosion. It will reduce
the fertile of soil and make the soil bare. With the
lack of ability to absorb carbon dioxide, the global
climate change will be intensified and cause
desertification. All these reactions sound like a series
of butterfly reaction, most natural disasters human
facing with are caused by the expansion and intensive
use of agricultural lands, poor irrigation practices,
deforestation, and overgrazing. In human’s history,
more than 20 civilizations have failed because of
agriculture damaging the environment. The communities
could not handle the deteriorating environment and
the rising population which is same as what we’re
doing today. The regenerative agriculture is the start
point to recover the destroyed ecology that we’re
dependent upon. Those principles and strategies
which author offer in this book is a chance for human
save soil or there are only 60 harvests left for us.
Conventional agriculture is the biggest way that
humans impact our landscape, we have unleashed
carbon from the land through agriculture over the
centuries, over the millennia and now it’s up in the
atmosphere and become part of the legacy load of
carbon dioxide. Bringing healthy soil back to the
earth will reverse this bad situation, because it can
bring that carbon back down and put it in the ground,
this is a win-win situation for both human and plant,
humans can reduce many environmental issues
caused by excessive carbon emissions while plants
111

can acquire a healthier root system through transferring
more carbon to the fuel for microbes. To achieve this
target, we must rely on bio sequestration which
means storage and removal of carbon from the
atmosphere by photosynthetic plants or bacteria.
From the book, Gabe Brown offered people a lot of
detailed methods to use plants, perennials and techniques
of grazing and farming to capture carbon and store it
in the sink of the soil. This great technology has exited
for millions of years that takes carbon out of the
atmosphere and stores it safely in the soil by co-work
of plants and soil microorganisms. It sounds simple
but contains huge potential which can help humans
reverse global warming. The soil environment can
hold more carbon than the atmosphere and plants
living on the surface of the soil combined, they have
an incredible ability to store that carbon in the relatively
short time. Doing some changes in agriculture to
sequester carbon, it requires a radical reduction in
toxic pesticides, GMOs, and synthetic chemicals
that’s what author mentioned at the beginning of the
book. Since 1750, when the industrial revolution
began, human have pumped about 1000 billion tons
of carbon dioxide into the atmosphere, it’s called our
legacy load of carbon3.If people stopped all greenhouse
gas emissions today, that carbon will still be there
and will still be warming the atmosphere and bringing
more natural hazards. Discussing reducing emissions
is not enough to solve that legacy load of carbon.
The only way is to draw down-reducing carbon in the
upper atmosphere year by year. To achieve this goal,
people should start to farm and grow our plants and
trees entirely differently and then use the photosynthesis
of plants and microorganisms in the soil to heal the
ground and heal our climate.

supports plant’s roots, microbe and other elements
cooperate to transport any nutrients that plants need
to the outside world.” If you give that life a chance to
grow, it will respond” this sentence really touched
me, it sounds like a special language between human
and other species, if we try to create a living
ecosystem which allow all species survive, we will
receive a great number of feedbacks and surprise of
nature. Fostering life is the key to build this common
which benefits all species in the world. If human stop
destroying our mother planet and give a chance to
the other species, it also gives a chance to ourselves.
The common is like a circle, a ring or like a cell, we
live in it and acquire the nutrient from it, like both human
and plants acquire nutrients from soil, soil absorb
carbon from atmosphere. For me, it is more like a
regenerative system with spatial significance, If we
don’t destroy any components of this system, it will
provide us a living environment without time limitation.
Human’s behaviors decide whether regeneration or
desertification is the future of our planet. In the summer’s
internship, I have worked with few projects related to
climate ready, we are working on creating berms,
wetlands, seawalls to prevent flooding water to get
into city. When I read this book, I found in most projects,
we always talked about how to prevent disasters
rather than how to reduce the happening of disasters.
As landscapers, we should understand that soil is
our best friend, we should cooperate with it to fight
global warming and reverse this lousy situation, or
there are only 60 harvests left for humans.

This book brings me to the micro-world of soil and
the macro world of whole nature. The common
existing in the soil is the living ecosystem which
3. Joshua Tickell, Rebecca Harrell Tickell “Kiss the Ground” Sep 20,
2020
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Grad show

REGENERATING THE GROUND:
A STRATEGY TO INCREASE URBAN FOOD
PRODUCTION AND RESTORE THE SOIL HEALTH
Yuxiao Liao

New England is blessed with a mosaic of productive agricultural landscapes. These agricultural landscapes also
sustain valuable wildlife habitats, provide flood control and act as an enormous carbon sink. Farmland in New
England declined significantly in the 20th century as agricultural land was abandoned and developed into urban
and suburban sprawl. In 1930 there were about 14 billion acres of farmland, by 2017 there were only 4 billion acres
left. New England lost almost 70% of farmland in the past 80 years. John Dobberstein has claimed that due to
our current development and agricultural practices, there are only 60 harvests left. In order to meet future food needs,
we are likely going to have to look to non-traditional agricultural sites and alternative agricultural practices.
This thesis delves into retrofitting dying commercial land with a high-intensity urban regenerative agriculture
system. By learning the principles of regenerative agriculture, the thesis aims to replace the depressed urban
property with regenerative farmland and couple animals and crops to improve the site’s soil health and bring
the healthy ecosystem back. The proposal for the 120-acre site includes aquaponic greenhouses, crops coupled
with chicken tractors, rotational grazing, and agroforestry. The outcome of the thesis offers an approach that
shows agriculture can coexist with development and blurs the boundary between the urban and rural. It not only
addresses the increasing demand for food but also brings a regenerative lifestyle for people.

Remediate soil
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Reduce flooding

Restore the productivity

Aquaponic

Crop rotation

Rotational grazing

Agrofoerestry
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